The Mahalo TEM-J33ST Ukulele comes
Was
R1,599 complete with carry bag. It features an
arched back and Graph Tech Nu-Bone XB
NOW
bridge saddles to increase projection and
R1,199
bass.
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Was The Yamaha TRBX 305. Perfectly
R8,179 balanced, ultra-comfortable solid
NOW mahogany body provides the optimum
R6,999 tonal foundation.

The B2 is a new generation of
Was
digital piano from KORG focused on
R12,499
NOW accessibility and ease of use.
R10,800 Perfect as a first piano for a new
player.

The Martin D Jr. is a pure acoustic guitar,
Was
crafted from a Sitka spruce top paired
R16,699
NOW with sapele back and sides, Richlite
R11,999 fingerboard and bridge and a handrubbed body and neck finish.

The P45 is the most affordable
Was
digital keyboard from Yamaha. 88
R10,899
NOW keys, Touch sensitivity with
R8,999 Language panel. Voice and tone
Generation. True piano Sound.

The Martin DCX1E is a Dreadnought
Was
Cutaway with a book matched solid
R13,999
NOW spruce top and a Mahogany grained high
R10,799 pressure laminate (HPL) back, sides and
headplate.

The Alesis Recital Pro is a fullWas
featured digital piano with 88 fullR12,499
NOW sized hammer-action keys and
R8,315 adjustable touch response. With 12
premium built-in realistic sounds.
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Was The Stagg C410M is an amazing ½ sized
R1,699 nylon-string guitar that's affordable
NOW enough for any guitarist especially for a
R1,130 beginner level.

Was
R7,999
NOW

R6,599

Playing drums has never been more
accessible! Introducing the Debut Kit
by Alesis. A complete electronic
drumming system in one box. This is no
toy – the Debut Kit comes with
absolutely everything a young
drummer needs to start drumming
right away.
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Was This Ludwig Junior Outfit set is suitable
R6,999 for the beginning drummer. Features: NOW 5 set piece-Drum Kit in black. Complete
R5,499 with Hardware & Cymbals.

Was
The Fender Player Strat MN 3TS is a
R18,599
NOW great place to start for those who want
an authentic, yet upgraded Stratocaster.

R15,999

Was The PreSonus StudioLive 32R exhibits
R28,999 exceptional performance, both as a
NOW rackmount mixer and as a stage box for
R19,999 your Studio Live Series III console.

Was
R5,049
NOW

R3,499

The Zoom A3 provides remodelling for
16 different body types/shapes and 28
world-renowned acoustic guitars,
allowing you not only to restore the
true sound of your guitar but to
simulate the tonal characteristics of
other instruments as well.

Was
R9,799 The Perfect Practice Amp,
NOW Ampeg's BA-110 10″ Bass Combo
R7,999 delivers true Ampeg tone at volume
levels ideal for practice and rehearsal.

The new 5" KRK ROKIT RP5 G4
Was
(Generation 4) bi-amp professional
4,999
NOW monitor takes music and sound
R3,899 creativity to a whole new industrylevel.
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Ideal for a variety of installations, the
Was
Tascam CD-400U delivers the latest
R14,649
NOW wireless and solid-state technology
R10,999 content playback by offering CD,
Bluetooth and mp3’s.

Was
The Samson Carbon 49 USB MIDI
R3,499
NOW Controller makes musical performance
and production accessible to everyone.

R2,299
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Was The Casio CT-S300 is a really good
R13,399 choice in a portable keyboard. It's
NOW lightweight and easy to transport and
R8,875 packs a punch sound-wise.

Was
R18,599
NOW

R15,999

The Alesis Nitro Mesh is a complete 8piece electronic drum kit centred
around next-generation Alesis Mesh
head drum technology. Mesh heads are
the overwhelming preference of
drummers when they play electronic
kits.

The Technics AT-LP60XUSB fully
Was
automatic belt-drive turntable allows
R3,659
NOW you to experience your vinyl's in highR2,499 fidelity audio directly or convert it to
digital.

The U22 XT is a professional and yet
Was
affordable low-latency USB 2.0 audio
R5,499
NOW interface providing everything
R2,299 musicians need to record their own
tracks in their home space

Was Single-cutaway dreadnought body style
R9,299 Fender - exclusive CD-60ce Fishman
NOW pickup/ preamp system. Solid spruce
R5,999 top with scalloped "X"-bracing.
Mahogany back and sides

Was
The FL Studio Producer Edition +
R5,999
NOW features Audio recording full playlist
with 14 additional native plugins

R3,899
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Chauvet HHAZE4D Hurricane Haze 4D
Was
Hazer Machine +FC-with Wireless
R7,982
NOW Remote +2x Fluid. Direct the Haze to
R5,999 any location using the built-in adjustable
scoop.

The Ibanez GRX70AQTB is a really
Was versatile entry level electric guitar with
R5,799 H.S.H pickup system ideal for rock &
NOW roll and jazz

R3,799
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Was Hybrid M1602UBTX is a 16 channel
R5,199 Mixer with MP3-USB / SD Card Media
NOW Player and Bluetooth it also has on
R3,999 board 7 Band Graphic EQ

Was
Hybrid Party Box 15 comes Complete
R7,799
NOW with 2X 15″ Active Speakers, speaker
stands a Mic & Cables

R5,999

Was
R6,199
NOW

R4,299

The Hybrid Party Starter 15 comes with
1X Active 15” speaker and 1X Passive
15” speaker. It is a good portable and
affordable PA system with blue tooth
and on board FM radio

Was
JINBAO Pro. Silver Nickel
R8,256
NOW Compensating Baritone horn in Bb key
with 3 Valves includes hard case.

R4,999

Was
R8256 M-Audio key station 88 is the ideal
NOW midi controller with 88 keys incredibly
R4,999 easy to setup and compatible with all
software.

Was
R11,499
NOW

R7,650

Portable, lightweight and durable the
Titan AX15 is one of the most versatile
loudspeakers. The all-new AX15 active
loudspeaker now features the cuttingedge 6-position DSP engine and allnew HF and LF drivers.
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This amazing DJ controller connects
Was
directly to your laptop and lets you play.
R7,599
NOW Includes DJ software. Mix, blend and
R4,499 create just the right mood with this 2channel DJ controller.

Was
R19c,999
NOW

R13,999

The affordable FP-30 offers the Roland
acclaimed sound, feel and modern
features in a top-quality 88-note
instrument that fits any space with
ease. Light and portable with built-in
practice and recording functions, and
Bluetooth wireless support for working
with popular music apps
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Was
R5,299
NOW

R4,999

Was
R18,299
NOW

R12,999

Was
R15,999
NOW

R9,999

Every Eris-Series Studio Monitor utilizes
a custom-woven Kevlar Low-Frequency
Driver. The weave and nature of the Eris
E8’s Eight-Inch Kevlar Woofer helps
break up reflected energy, so fewer
delayed reflections reach the listener’s
ear.

Was Samson's Concert 88x handheld
R3,599 wireless microphone system gives you
NOW the wireless freedom you need,
R2,999 without the high price tag.

The RØDECaster™ Pro is the world’s
first fully-integrated podcast production
studio. Whether you are just starting
out, or are a seasoned broadcast
professional, the RØDECaster Pro
Podcast Production Studio is all you will
ever need.

The BLX14/P31 Headworn Wireless
Was System is part of the BLX wireless
R12,599 systems family. Shure BLX Wireless
NOW Systems combine professional-quality
R6,999 sound with simple setup and an
intuitive interface for legendary audio
performance right out of the box.

This affordable ROLAND PHA-4 digital
piano is always ready to play, with a
reassuringly authentic feel from the 88note PHA-4 Standard keyboard, joined
by Roland’s evocative Super NATURAL
piano tones. The ideal instrument for
home use.

Was Soundcraft Ui16 Remote-Controlled
R15,099 16-Input Digital Mixer includes free
NOW wireless earbuds and stereo Bluetooth
R9,999 in-ear plugs.
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Was The SX P Bass sounds like a really good
R5,849 Precision bass should sound! It is very
NOW evenly balanced between strings, and
R3,999 had a really sweet tone

Was
R7,899
NOW

R3,499

The Titan 12D active PA speaker is the
result of years honing the Titan design.
Q-Bit DSP technology, a titanium
compression driver and a heavy-duty
cast-frame woofer, ensure absolute
accuracy, high output and the smooth,
wide dispersion of the critical mid and
high frequency ranges
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Was The Stentor Student I ½ is the ideal
R5,849 entry-level student violin outfit for kids.
NOW This is an instrument that offers reliable,
R2,299 consistent performance and good tone.

Was
R18,899
NOW

R8,599

Was
R7,899
NOW

R4,299

Was
R9,999
NOW

R8,250

The Yamaha PSR-E463 is the Best Entry
Keyboard for performing various styles
of music, from the latest to vinyl
favourites. It has a 61-Key Touch
Response Keyboard with powerful onboard speakers and easy-to-use
professional features like,

The Vox AC30C2X is the most versatile
AC30 in Vox history! Plug into this
Custom Series guitar amp and you'll
hear what we mean. Based on the
classic AC30 design, the exciting new
AC30C2X offers two channels - normal
and top boost.

Was The Yamaha PSR-EW410 is the new
R13,899 flagship of Yamaha's popular PSR-E
NOW series and offers the most advanced
R9,500 feature set. The PSR-EW410 makes a
perfect first keyboard for students. Not
Just for Beginners!

The VT100x features a brand-new
modelling engine and sounds even
better than ever! By using VET (Virtual
Element Technology), which is based on
an analysis of the components and amp
circuits themselves, VTX Amplifiers
produce the most accurate and realistic
Amplifier sounds to date.

Was The Yamaha HS7 is a 2-way bass-reflex
R7,999 bi-amplified nearfield studio monitor
NOW with 6.5″ cone woofer and 1″ dome
R5,999 tweeter.
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